CFS Brands Rolls Out Redesigned Commercial Grade Bronco Containers
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla., May 10, 2022 – CFS Brands - Sparta lifted the gates on its redesigned
Bronco containers. As one of the cleanest containers on the market, Bronco is a superior solution for
commercial establishments that use color-coded, lidded containers for food storage or sanitation.

Designed to outperform other storage and waste containers, these heavy-duty round cans are
constructed of durable plastic with reinforced drag skids for maximum longevity. They are NSF
Standard 2 and 21 certified, and available in 11 colors in sizes ranging from 10- to 55-gallons. Their
smooth walls are ideal for food contact and cleanability.

From top to bottom, these containers have been redesigned for efficiency and ease of use.
Innovative, comfortable handles prevent containers from vacuum sealing when stacked, molded-in
notches securely attach the can to a wheeled dolly (20+ gallon cans), and ergonomic molded handholds on the base make lifting and disposing a breeze. Snap-on lids are also available in all colors
and sizes.

“Like their namesake, Broncos are virtually unbreakable, and built to outlast the competition,” states
Philip Zorn, Product Manager, Cleaning Tools at CFS Brands. “They provide unrivaled performance
and long-lasting reliability.”
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ABOUT CFS BRANDS
CFS Brands is a U.S.-based manufacturer of products for the janitorial, foodservice, and healthcare
industries. CFS Brands operates Sparta, Carlisle FoodService Products, Dinex, El Castor, Jofel,
Marko, Piper, San Jamar, Snap Drape, WipesPlus, and AyrKing brands globally. Its Sparta brand is
the premier name in professional quality brushes offering innovative cleaning solutions
manufactured to enhance efficiency and durability, saving time and money. Based in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, CFS Brands employs more than 1,400 people across its headquarters, seven
manufacturing locations, and seven distribution centers worldwide.
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